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9
th

 March 2021 
 

My Dear Loving Parents,  

Greetings from Shalini Fraternity! 

“Every Challenge is an Opportunity; but only if you make use of it” 
 

With a deep sense of gratitude I acknowledge that the unmatchable commitment of the teachers coupled with 

the wholehearted cooperation of our parents and students has enabled Shalini Fraternity to gracefully 

complete this distinctive academic year inspite of the many challenges of our time. It seems unfathomable 

that almost a year has passed by ever-since the first case of Covid-19 was detected and which engulfed the 

world ensuing into a global pandemic. The microscopic enemy had brought everything to a standstill and 

made the human race reflect and rethink. Today as a joint effort of the whole human race we have turned a 

setback into a comeback. Let’s be grateful to all those who selflessly rendered their service to prevent and 

protect our society from disintegrating during this crisis.  
 

The 21
st
 Century skills were of great help during the global pandemic situation. Certainly we proved 

ourselves with our humble attitude to cope up with limited resources, the ability to be adaptable, flexible and 

resilient for an enlightened tomorrow in the given situation. It calls for a paradigm shift from looking at the 

darker side of everything to looking for the brighter side of everything. In every good crisis, lies the 

possibility for growth and success. Let’s embrace the upcoming academic year 2021-22 with greater 

enthusiasm and positivity to make it the best fruitful academic year. 
 

I gratefully acknowledge God’s boundless blessings and protection that we all have experienced during this 

current academic session. Trusting in the loving providence of the Almighty and looking forward to your 

ceaseless support and co-operation, I would like to introduce to you the important information regarding the 

commencement of the new academic session 2021-22.  
 

Kindly take note of the following:- 
 

 

❖ Annual Result: 23
rd

 March 2021(Timing - 8:00 am to 10:00 am) 

(Inorder to avail the Annual Result, Parents kindly clear your dues of the year 2020-21.) 
 

 

❖ Distribution of Books  : LKG : 02/04/2021, UKG:  03/04/2021 (9:00am - 4:00pm) 

❖ New Session Begins  : 05/04/2021  
❖ Mode of class    : Online (Timings will be intimated later) 

❖ Attendance is mandatory from the very first day (05/04/2021) onwards. 

❖ Increment in Fee   : 8% increment in the School Fee.  
 

 

With Warm Regards and God’s Blessings  

Yours sincerely 

 

 Sr. Jwala  

 Principal 


